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Explosive growth of raster data volumes in numerical simulations, remote sensing and other 

fields stimulate the development of new efficient data processing techniques. For example, 

in-situ approach queries data in diverse file formats avoiding time-consuming import phase. 

However, after data are read from file, their further processing always takes place with code 

developed almost from scratch. Standalone command line tools are one of the most popular 

ways for in-situ processing of raster files. Decades of development and feedback resulted in 

numerous feature-rich, elaborate, free and quality-assured tools mostly for a single ma-

chine. The paper reports current development state of ChronosServer – distributed system 

partially delegating in-situ raster processing to external tools. The new delegation approach 

is anticipated to readily provide rich collection of raster data operations at scale. 
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1. Introduction 

Raster is the primary data type in a broad range of subject domains including Earth science, as-

tronomy, geology, remote sensing and other fields experiencing tremendous growth of data volumes.  

For example, DigitalGlobe – the largest commercial satellite imagery provider, collects 70 terabytes of 

imagery on an average day with their constellation of six large satellites [1]. 

Traditionally raster data are stored in files, not in databases. The European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has alone accumulated 137.5 million files sized 52.7 petabytes in 

total [2]. This file-centric model resulted in a broad set of raster file formats highly optimized for a 

particular purpose and subject domain. For example, GeoTIFF represents an effort by over 160 differ-

ent remote sensing, GIS (Geographic Information System), cartographic, and surveying related com-

panies and organizations to establish interchange format for georeferenced raster imagery [3].  

The corresponding software has long being developed to process raster data in those file formats. 

Many of them are free, popular and have large user communities that are very accustomed to them. 

For example, ImageMagic is under development since 1987 [4], NCO (NetCDF common operators, a 

tool for multidimensional arrays), since about 1995 [5]; Orfeo ToolBox – remote sensing imagery pro-

cessor now represents over 464,000 lines of code made by 43 contributors [6]. Many tools take ad-

vantage of multicore CPUs (e.g. via OpenMP), but most of them work on a single machine. 

In-situ distributed raster data processing has recently gained increased attention due to explosive 

growth of raster data volumes in diverse file formats. However, already existing stable and multifunc-

tional tools are largely ignored in this research trend. Thus, raster operations are re-implemented al-

most from scratch delaying emergence of a mature in-situ distributed raster DBMS. 

This paper describes the prototype extension of ChronosServer [7, 8] leveraging existing com-

mand line tools for in-situ raster data processing on a computer cluster of commodity hardware. Un-

like current systems, it is easier and faster to equip ChronosServer with wide variety of raster opera-

tions due to new delegation approach. Thus, it is anticipated that it is possible to quickly develop new 

distributed file-based raster DBMS with rich functionality and quite decent performance. 

2. In-situ raster data processing  

In-database data storage (in-db, import-then-query) requires data to be converted (imported) to in-

ternal database format before any queries on the data are possible. Out-of-database (out-db, in-situ, 

file-based, native) approach operates on data in their original (native) file formats residing in a stand-

ard filesystem without any prior format conversions.  
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2.1 State-of-the-art 

PostgreSQL extensions PostGIS [9] and RasDaMan [10] work on single machine and allow regis-

tering out-database raster data in file system in their native formats. SAGA [11] performs only distrib-

uted aggregation queries over data in HDF format. SWAMP [12] accepts shell scripts with NCO and 

parallelizes their execution. Hadoop extensions SciHadoop [13] and SciMATE [14] implement drivers 

reading Hadoop DFS chunks as if they are in HDF or NetCDF formats. Galileo [15] indexes geospa-

tial data with distributed geo-hash. Only PostGIS is available in production with poor performance on 

multidimensional arrays (e.g. NetCDF, HDF or Grib formats [16]). SWAMP launches command line 

tools but focuses on NCO and requires scripts looping over files with explicitly specified file names. 

The proposed approach is universally applicable to any tool and abstracts from “file” notion at all.  

Commercial ArcGIS ImageServer [17] claims in-situ raster processing with custom implementa-

tion of raster operations. However, in a clustered deployment scenario all cluster nodes are recom-

mended to hold copies of the same data or fetch data from a centralized storage upon request what 

negatively impacts scalability. Commercial Oracle Spatial [18] does not provide in-situ raster pro-

cessing [19]. Open source SciDB is specially designed for distributed processing of multidimensional 

arrays [20]. However, it does not operate in-situ and imports raster data only converted to CSV format 

– very time-consuming and complex undertaking. Moreover, SciDB lacks even core raster operations 

like interpolation which makes it an immature and not widely used product [21]. Open source TileDB 

has been released on 04 Apr. 2016 and it is yet neither distributed nor in-situ enabled [22]. 

Hadoop [23] and experimental SciDB streaming [24] allow launching a command line tool, feed 

text or binary data into its standard input and ingesting its standard output. Note two time-consuming 

data conversion phases in this case: data import into internal database format and their conversion to 

other representation to be able to feed to external software. The proposed approach directly submits 

files to external executables without additional data conversion steps.  

2.2 In-situ approach benefits 

This section collects in one place advantages and challenges of in-situ approach that are quite 

scattered in the published literature. 

 Avoid inefficient neighborhood. Traditionally, BLOB (Binary Large OBject) data type served 

for in-db raster storage (PostGIS, RasDaMan). Physical layouts where raster data are close to 

other data types are quite inefficient since the former are generally much larger than the latter.  

 Leverage powerful storage capabilities. Some raster file formats support chunking, compres-

sion, multidimensional arrays, bands, diverse data types, hierarchical namespaces and metada-

ta. These techniques are fundamental for raster storage; their implementation for an emerging 

in-db storage engine results in yet another raster file format. 

 Avoid conversion bottleneck. In mission-critical applications it is important to be able to ana-

lyze the data before their new portion arrives or a certain event happens. In some cases the 

conversion time may take longer than the analysis itself. The data arrival rate and their large 

volumes may introduce prohibitively high conversion overheads and, thus, operational failure.  

 Avoid additional space usage. Most data owners never delete source files after any kind of 

format conversions including database import. There are numerous reasons for this including 

unanticipated tasks that may arise in future that are more convenient, faster, easier or possible 

to perform on the original files rather than their converted counterparts. Storing both source 

data and their in-db copies requires additional space that may be saved by in-situ approach. 

 Reduce DBMS dependence. It is easier to migrate to other DBMS keeping data in a widely 

adopted storage format independent from a DBMS vendor. 

 Leverage other software tools (this paper). Out-db raster data in their native formats remain 

accessible by any other software which was inherently designed to process file-based data. 

Key difficulties lie in the ability to perform the same set of operations on data in different file 

formats. Three data models are most widely used that allow abstracting from file format: Unidata 

CDM, GDAL Data Model, ISO 19123 (not cited due to space constraints). Most existing command 

line tools use those models and, thus, are capable to handle data in diverse raster file formats. 
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3. ChronosServer architecture  

3.1 Raster data model: abstracting from files, their locations and formats 

This paper focuses on climate reanalysis and Earth remote sensing global gridded raster data rep-

resented as multidimensional arrays and usually stored in NetCDF, Grib and HDF file formats. For 

example, AMIP/DOE Reanalysis 2 (R2) spans several decades, from 01.01.1979 to current date with 6 

hour time interval and contains over 80 variables [25]. The grid resolution is 2.5° × 2.5°. Global grids 

for each variable are stored in a sequence of separate files partitioned by time. File names contain var-

iable codename, e.g. files with surface pressure are named pres.sfc.1979.nc, pres.sfc.1980.nc, …, 

pres.sfc.2015.nc. Where “pres.sfc” denotes surface pressure, 1979 is year, “.nc” is NetCDF file exten-

sion. Usually file naming is much more complex (e.g., compare to AIRS/AMSU daily file name for 

CO2 satellite data: AIRS.2004.08.01.L3.CO2Std001.v5.4.12.70.X09264193058.hdf). Note, that the 

data are usually already split by files by data providers. 

ChronosServer distributes files among cluster nodes without changing their names and formats. 

Any file is always located as a whole on a machine in contrast to parallel or distributed file systems. It 

introduces a data model to work with grids, not files to abstract from “file” notion, file naming, their 

locations, formats and other details that are unique to every dataset and not relevant for data analysis. 

ChronosServer dataset namespace is hierarchical. For example, “r2.pressure.surface” refers to surface 

pressure of R2 reanalysis. ChronosServer provides SQL-like syntax for subsetting grids. For example, 

“SELECT DATA FROM r2.pressure.surface WHERE TIME_INTERVAL = 01.01.2004 00:00 - 

01.01.2006 00:00 AND REGION = (45, 60, 50, 70)” returns time series of R2 surface pressure in the 

specified time interval and region between 45°S – 50°N and 60°W – 70°E. The query execution may 

involve several cluster nodes. Any grid or time series from any dataset may be extracted with the same 

syntax regardless of original file format, file split policy and other details. 

3.2 Cluster orchestration 

ChronosServer cluster consists of workers launched at each node and a single gate at a dedicated 

machine. Gate receives client queries and coordinates workers responsible for data storage and pro-

cessing. All workers have the same hierarchy of data directories on their local filesystems. A worker 

stores only a subset of all dataset files and only a portion of the whole namespace relevant to the data 

it possesses. A file may be replicated on several workers for fault tolerance and load balancing. It is 

not required to keep all workers up and running for the whole system to be operational.  

The gate is unaware of file locations until a worker itself reports them to it. This is done for better 

scalability and fault tolerance. Upon startup workers connect to gate and receive the list of all availa-

ble datasets and their file naming rules. Workers scan their local filesystems to find out what datasets 

and time periods do they hold by parsing dataset file names. Workers transmit the list of time intervals 

for each dataset they store to the gate. Gate keeps this information in worker pool – in-memory data 

structure used during query execution that maps time intervals to their respective owners (workers). 

4. New delegation approach  

4.1 ChronosServer raster data processing commands and their distributed execution 

ChronosServer syntax of a raster data processing command is the same as launching a tool from a 

command line. Command names coincide with names of existing command line tools. ChronosServer 

command options have the same meaning and names as for the tool but without options related to file 

names or paths. Commands and tools also support options with long names having the same meaning. 

For example, NCO consists of several standalone command line tools: ncap2 (Arithmetic Proces-

sor v.2), ncwa (Weighted Averager), ncatted (Attribute Editor – metadata manager, Fig. 1), etc. [5]. 

Metadata are crucial component of any raster data. NetCDF and many other formats store metadata as 

attributes (key-value pairs). For example, attribute named “_FillValue” holds a constant used to mark 

raster cells with missing values (e.g., -9999).  
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ncatted [-a ...] [--bfr sz] [-D nco_dbg_lvl] [--glb ...] [-h] [--hdr_pad nbr]  

        [-l path] [-O] [-o out.nc] [-p path] [-R] [-r] [-t] in.nc [[out.nc]] 

 

-a, --attribute attribute_name,variable_name,mode,attribute_type,attribute_value  

      mode = a,c,d,m,o (append, create, delete, modify, overwrite) 

      att_typ = f,d,l/i,s,c,b (float, double, long/int, short, char, byte) 

    --bfr_sz, --buffer_size sz Buffer size to open files with 

-D, --dbg_lvl, --debug-level lvl Debug-level is lvl 

    --glb nm=val   Global attribute to add 

-h, --hst, --history  Do not append to "history" global attribute 

    --hdr_pad, --header_pad Pad output header with nbr bytes 

-l, --lcl, --local path  Local storage path for remotely-retrieved files 

-o, --output, --fl_out out.nc Output file name (or use last argument) 

-O, --ovr, --overwrite  Overwrite existing output file, if any 

-p, --pth, --path path  Path prefix for all input filenames 

-R, --rtn, --retain  Retain remotely-retrieved files after use 

-r, --revision, --version  Compile-time configuration and program version 

-t, --typ_mch, --type_match  Type-match attribute edits 

in.nc [[out.nc]]   Input file name [[Output file name]] (or use -o)     

Fig. 1. Parameters of the NCO ncatted tool (all listed) and Chronos ncatted command (marked bold) 

By default, command is applied to the whole available dataset time interval and spatial coverage. 

They may be restricted by “select” query with alias dataset name specification. New virtual dataset 

will contain subset of the original dataset. Its name (alias) may be used in the subsequent commands.  

It is helpful to test a series of commands on a dataset sample to check hypotheses about the anticipated 

results before submitting large-scale query involving large data volumes to save time. 

For example, ChronosServer command for “_FillValue” attribute deletion from dataset 

“r2.pressure.surface” is “ncatted -a _FillValue,r2.pressure.surface,d,,”. Instead of “variable_name” – 

the term specific for NetCDF format, ChronosServer ncatted accepts a dataset name to be independent 

of a concrete format. Usually the same attributes are duplicated in all files of a dataset.  

The gate receives and parses command line options, verifies their correctness and absence of ma-

licious instructions since they are passed to operating system shell. The dataset or its subset is locked 

for reading/writing depending on the command. Several commands may work concurrently if they do 

not block each other. Gate selects workers on which dataset files with the required time/space intervals 

are located and sends them the modified command (see below). Workers complement command line 

with full paths to dataset files according to time and space limitations and launch the tool on each file.  

In the simple case above, ChronosServer invokes several instances of the NCO ncatted tool on the 

cluster nodes where at least one dataset file is located (pres.sfc.1979.nc, …, pres.sfc.2015.nc). The 

execution command line for file pres.sfc.1979.nc is “<path to ncatted.exe> -a missing_value,pres,d,, 

<data path>\ pres.sfc.1979.nc”. The file path and “pres” were automatically put by worker and gate 

correspondingly. The latter is the NetCDF variable name that stores R2 surface pressure (NetCDF3 

format does not have hierarchical namespace and stores data in structures called “variables”). 

Workers also collect standard output of the tool which is sent to gate after its completion. Running 

tool on a different cluster node in case of a hardware failure is under development. Gate reports to the 

user once it receives success messages from all workers involved in the command execution. Report 

contains the merged standard outputs from each run of the tool and total elapsed time. 

4.2 Distributed apply-combine-finally execution scheme (under development) 

Raster operations can be broadly classified as global (involve all data), local (pixel-wise), focal 

(cell values from a rectangular window are required to compute new cell value), zonal (same as focal 

but spatial region is defined by a function) [26]. Thus, some operations cannot be completed autono-

mously using data on a single cluster node. For example, R2 data interpolation for 1980 year from 6 to 

3 hour time step requires grids for December 1979 and January 1981. Also, computation of maximum 

mean winter summer pressure involves all files potentially located on different cluster nodes.  

In this case, user specifies commands: APPLY command1 INTERVALS intervals COMBINE 

command2 FINALLY command3. ChronosServer ensures that files on each involved node contain 

data in given temporal and spatial intervals (e.g., in case of winter means for 1980-1990, there should 

be nodes with data for all winter months for at least two consecutive years: 1980-1981, 1981-1982, 
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1982-1983, etc. to be able to compute the mean). This may require data movement between cluster 

nodes. After the intervals requirement is met, command1 is executed autonomously on the data inter-

vals on corresponding cluster nodes. Since some nodes may have several disjoint intervals, their in-

termediate results may be combined on the same node to reduce network traffic with command2 if it is 

possible (e.g. compute maximum of the means of intervals 1980-1981 and 1982-1983 that happened to 

reside on the same node). All results are gathered on a single node and command3 is applied to obtain 

final result (e.g., find maximum of means or maximums of maximums if combine phase was applied). 

Unlike existing schemes [27, 28], the proposed distributed execution scheme takes into account 

peculiarities of raster operations, geospatial data and ChronosServer file-based storage model. For ex-

ample, respective intervals must be specified to guarantee the raster operation (command1) is possible 

to accomplish within a single node. It is widely recognized that numerous data processing tasks are 

much easier to parallelize once actions are expressed in functional style, not “for” loops. Note, that to 

date there are no in-situ distributed raster DBMS.  

4.3 Benefits of the proposed delegation approach  

While in-situ approach leverages benefits of already existing sophisticated file formats, delegation 

approach leverages benefits of already existing standalone command line tools.  

 Avoid learning new language. ChronosServer provides command line syntax that is well-

known to every console user instead of a new SQL dialect. 

 Steep learning curve. Users work with ChronosServer as if with console tools they have ac-

customed to with only minor changes to already familiar command line options. 

 Documentation reuse. Most of the tool’s documentation is applicable to the corresponding 

ChronosServer command due to exactly the same meaning and behavior of the parameters. 

 Output conformance. Output files are formatted as if a tool was launched manually. 

 Language independence. ChronosServer may use tools written in any programming language.  

 Community support. Bugs in tools are fixed by their developers as well as new functionality 

added, usage suggestions via mail lists are obtained regardless of ChronosServer context. 

 Zero-knowledge development (0-know dev.). Developers of existing and emerging tools do not 

have to know anything about ChronosServer in order the tool could be used in ChronosServer. 

The main difficulty of the proposed approach lies in the correct specification of the “intervals”, 

“combine” and “finally” clauses. Meta-commands are a possible simplification of the problem. They 

consist of a single command line which translates to predefined apply-combine-finally clauses. 

5. Conclusion 

The paper presented new approach with numerous benefits and delegating in-situ raster data pro-

cessing to existing command line tools. The approach is under development as an extension to 

ChronosServer – inherently distributed, file-based system for high performance raster data dissemina-

tion [8]. To date, the only available distributed raster DBMS are SciDB and Oracle Spatial that do not 

operate in-situ. The former lacks even core raster operations and the latter is commercial. Thus, only 

the performance of arithmetical raster operations of ChronosServer and SciDB may be compared in 

future. The ChronosServer raster processing extension is scheduled for release at the end of 2016. 
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